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Klistorin V.I., Novosibirsk
Russia in 1913
The paper discusses the economic development in the Russian

Empire in the end of the 19th – early 20th centuries, causes – real
and far�fetched – why Russia lagged behind the world leading
countries, and issues of cross�country comparisons. In the author’s
opinion, that time Russia couldn’t help developing extensively, but
technologically it was close to the leading countries.  The economic
and political reforms were necessary, but they took place too late.
Russian institutional underdevelopment impeded its economic
growth but could not stop.

Level of economic development, long�term economic growth, cross�
country comparisons, institutions, agrarian policy, agricultural
migration, demographic situation, structural shifts

Baranov A.O., Novosibirsk
Slowdown of Economic Growth in Russia and Perspectives

of Its Overcoming
The reasons of economic growth slowdown in Russia in 2013 is

analyzed in the paper. The author analyzes several key documents
of the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian
Federation and the Bank of Russia from the perspectives of
promoting economic growth. Some economic policy measures for
economic growth acceleration are offered.

Еconomic growth, Russian economy, fiscal policy, monetary policy

Zubkov K.I., Ekaterinburg
Eastward Vector of the Russian Geopolitics in 1913
The author analyzes the highs and lows of the Russian

geopolitics in the Far�East and Central Asia observed before the
World War I. He proves that the new features of relations between
the Russian Empire and East Asian countries – the latter started
their modernization – were defined by the intertwining of Russia’s
traditional scramble for influence with both friendly expansion of
commercial and industrial capitals to prospective markets and
strengthening its boundaries. He also shows the challenges and
system�based weaknesses of the Russian policy in the East from
which Russia could draw salutary lessons on how to build its current
relations with Asia Pacific countries.

Russia, geopolitical interests, economic expansion, Far East,
Central Asia
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Suslov N.I., Novosibirsk
Russia, Russia… The Thirteenth Year
The author suggests that, though in one hundred years period

since 1913 changed a lot, Russia didn’t still choose its development
path.

Forecasts of Russian economy development, growth sources,
historical parallels

Zhitenko E.B., Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk Oblast as a Research and Educational Center
The paper considers precondition for building in Novosibirsk

Oblast a unique innovation eco�system and economy based on
application of the modern research results.

Research and educational center, Novosibirsk research center,
Academpark, innovation structure, new economy

Gaisler E.V., Novosibirsk
Smart Investments is the Problem Which Is to Be Resolved

by Professionals
E.V. Gaisler, Head of the Private Seed Fund in Novosibirsk

Oblast, talks about his approaches to investments to the innovation
high�tech start�ups, and what such investments, in his opinions,
are the most permissible.

Investments, seed investments

Veselova E.Sh, Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk Technopark Model in Operation
The paper describes the technopark model realized in

Novosibirsk Oblast. Its key characteristic is application of the
mechanisms to coordinate the operation of units of the innovation
infrastructure.

Innovation infrastructure, Academpark, business incubator, market
relations

Kiselnikov A.A., Klementyeva N.P., Novosibirsk
About Innovation Observations Statistics and Related Issues
In this article the disturbing tendency of weak interaction

between the state statistical department  and  the expert community
is noted. The tools and system of activities of  innovative  activity
of  organizations of  Russian Federation, indicators of innovative
development of  Novosibirsk region are given.

Experts, Rosstat, innovations, statistical data
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Krakhmalev V.A., Barnaul
Building Innovation Belt around Universities
The paper describes how Polzunov Altai State Technical

University commercializes its research and development results and
builds its innovation infrastructure. This would allow making a lag
between a research phase and an application phase shorter.

Research�education innovation complex, transfer of technologies,
small innovation business, innovation process management, leader

Eremina S.L., Yalovega I.E., Tomsk
Russia in the World Education Market
The paper analyzes whether Russia could have a higher share of

the world education market and how to achieve a desired goal – to
have a 7% share thereof.

RF Education Export Concept 2011�2020, transboundary higher
education, funding sources, structure of the education market

Ivanov V.A., Lazhentsev V.N., Ponomareva A.S., Terentyev V.V.,
Syktyvkar

Specificity, Trends and Problems of Development of Agrarian
Sector of the Northern region

The role and features of performance of agrarian sector of the
northern region on the example of the Komi Republic is opened in
the article. The condition of agriculture in the years of rather stable
development (1960–1980) and in the conditions of market
transformations (since 1991) is considered. The analytical material
allowed to reveal the modern social and economic problems of the
branch.  The decision of the problems is connected with providing
the population with qualitative food.

Тhe Komi Republic, agrarian sector, conditions, development
trends, social and economic problems

Valeev A.R., Kazan
Nowadays Condition of the Housing Services: the Lack of

Funds or Effective Audit?
The article deals with the nowadays condition of the housing

and communal complex: quality of housing services, financial
condition of enterprises, energy�saving technologies, effectiveness
of the management companies activity, audit system. Main problems
in the sphere of housing services and recommendations are
presented in it.

Нousing and communal complex, housing services, management
companies, energy conservation, audit
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Iskritskaya N.I., St. Petersburg
Development of Highly Viscous Heavy Oil and Natural

Bitumen’s Stocks
Abroad Foreign experience in the practical development of

stocks of heavy oil and natural bitumen shows the possibility of
replenishment of hydrocarbon resource base at the expense of non�
traditional sources of raw materials.

Growth stocks, oil, natural bitumen extraction, «synthetic» oil,
taxes

Samsonov N.Yu., Novosibirsk
Phenomenon of hypercompetition in hi�tech sectors of world

economy
The paper deals with the phenomenon of hypercompetition as a

factor having influence on changes and evolution of modern
economic systems that have high innovation potential.

Hypercompetition,  economic systems, evolutionary economics, hi�
tech companies, world economy

Lapshin V.A., Wang Jiang, Moscow
Development of the Chinese Bond Market
The paper presents an overview of the China’s bond market

history. It gives a summary of western papers on the Chinese bond
market together with a brief story of its development. The paper
also gives a description on the market structure, infrastructure,
regulation, participants and trading instruments of the current
China’s bond market.

China, bond market, market structure, infrastructure, regulation
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